




Why is the Black 
Church black? 

a.It was burnt by fire 
b.It is made of black bricks 
c.Some EMO painted it like 
that 
d.All of the above 
 



 

 
 

Black Sea was called  
“black” because: 

 
 
a.Oil spill 
b.Permanent dull weather 
c.Black algae bloom  
d.unfriendly for ancient 
Greeks 
 



 
 
Transfagarasan is the 
second highest road in 
Romania, at the altitude 
of: 

a. 3420m 
b. 3100m 
c. 2034m 
d. 1852m 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0d/Transfagarasan_5.jpg


Name the region where the medieval town of 
Sighisoara is located. 

 
a. Moldavia 
b. Transylvania 
c. Dacia 
d. Dracula’s Land 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/95/Clock_Tower%2C_Sighisoara%2C_Romania_2006.jpg


Danube Delta is: 

 

a. UNESCO Heritage Site 

b. Biosphere Reserve  

c. Largest delta in the temperate zone 

d. The lowest area in Romania(-4m) 

 

 



These pictures were taken in 
a famous cemetery located in 
Northern Romania. Its name 
is: 
a. Sad Cemetery 
b. Merry Cemetery  
c. Orthodox Cemetery 
d. Oldest Cemetery 



The longest volcanic range in Europe is an The longest volcanic range in Europe is an 
area with lots of resources. One of it is in area with lots of resources. One of it is in 
this picture.  Choose the appropriate  name:this picture.  Choose the appropriate  name:  
  
a.a. Transylvanian Transylvanian PalincaPalinca  
b.b. Queen of the mineral watersQueen of the mineral waters  
c.c. King of the mineral watersKing of the mineral waters  
d.d. Princess of mineral watersPrincess of mineral waters  



Dacia Duster, the Dacia Duster, the 

cheapest SUV in cheapest SUV in 

Europe, was Europe, was 

released in:released in:  

  

a.a.19981998  

b.b.20002000  

c.2010c.2010  

d.1990d.1990  



The first gymnast in the world 

to be awarded with a 10 

comes from Romania and her 

name is: 
 

a. Olga Korbut  

b. Nadia Comaneci 

c. Larissa Latynina  

d.  Catalina Ponor 



Vladimir Rumleanschi - participant in CERIGEO 2011 – comes from IASI and 

this city is located in the point marked with: a.1; b.2; c.3; d.4 
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a.a. A vicious vampireA vicious vampire  

b.b. A prince of WallachiaA prince of Wallachia  

c.c. A ghostA ghost  

d.d. A fictional characterA fictional character  

  



 



 


